
Lectures 6-7
Valence Shell Photoelectron Spectroscopy



…..np6 Æ…np5 + e

1S0Æ 2P3/2 or 2P1/2

Two possible final states

Intensity is proportional to the 
Occupation numbers (2J1 +1)/(2J2+1) = 4/2 = 2







Spin-orbit coupling constant,
9= [(Z e2/8SH0 me

2 c2) (Z/a0)3]/[n3l (l + 
½) (l+1) hc]

= D2 Rf Z4/[n3 l(l+1/2) (l + 1)]; 
proportional to Z4

D- fine structure constant

e2/[4SH0ƫC] = 1/137.03604



2260 cm-1

15.45 eV



Vibrational Structure
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Franck – Condon Factor



Dipole approximation, probability D <I|er|M+|>2

I= <4 Born – oppenheimer approximation

< I|er| I+> = <<|er| <*> <4|4>

er is electronic operator, acts only on the electronic part of the wave 
function.
Franck – Condon factor <4|4>2

FC factors predict intensities accurately. Deficiencies due to neglect 
of rotations, neglect of polarisation of ion by photoelectron, 
deviation of neutral molecule from equilibrium geometry by 
zero point motion and failure of Born – Oppenheimer approximation
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For H2
+, D = 2.648 eV

D = 12 Ȧ0nD

For H2
+ nD = 19 and Ȧ0 = 0.2712

D = 1/2 x 19 x 0.2712
= 2.58 eV 



Spin multiplicities
SgDp o 2S
SnDp o 2S, 4S
Energy loss shake up









Life time
H – H anti bonding
ȣ2 increases (bonding)
ȣ1 decreases (stretching)

Bonding ȣ2







Vibrational Inversion

In phase
Out of phase n = 2 mode



No interaction when n = 0. At high amplitudes the wavefunctions mix
either in phase or out of phase. A pair produces two independent
functions which are non degenerate.

H2S, H2O 3a1 linear, H2Se, H2Te
887 cm-1 Vs  1595 cm-1

NH3, PH3, AsH3, Sb H3

950 (NH3)     992 (PH3)489;      906 (A3H3)452 ;     781 (SbH3) 387









Jahn – Teller effect 
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Walsh diagram of water

Static and dynamic Jahn-Teller effects
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b2 C – C – C asymmetric stretch o C2v
b1 torsional mode o D2 (except when T = 0
which makes it to D2h)

Jahn – Teller splitting of 2e a 0.6 eV.
Which means T to decrease by 12o.

Calculations indicate that T = 380 in the 2e-1 state

1e splits only to a lesser extent



Jahn – Teller active vibrations

¢<i | H0 |<j² = E0 if i = j
H = H0 + Q’Q + Q’’ Q2 + … Q = displacement vector

Q leads to new eigenfunctions.
[i =  6 Ci <i

Neglecting higher order terms, this gives secular equations,

H0 – E Q’Q
=  0

Q’Q                 H0 – E

E = Eo ± ¢<1 | Q’Q |<2²



If the second term is finite, the energy levels split. This will
happen if the direct product of <1 and <2 contains an reducible 
representation as Q.

For the D2d point group, (e x e) direct product gives A1, A2, B1 and B2.
Thus A2, B2 and B1 vibrations can be John-Teller active. 

A2 is not a pure vibration, it has rotational symmetry.
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PIPICO
MS – Fragmentation
Theory

Complex Molecules





Simple empirical rules



Complex molecules
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From an evaluation of molecular orbitals, it is possible to assign 
the photoelectron spectrum. Cross sections of orbitals vary 
substantially and therefore, intensities are different. Cross sections 
for 2s subshell is an order of magnitude larger than for 2p for Mg
KD. This is known from photoionization studies of Ne. Looking
at the Mg KD spectrum, it is seen that Vn2s has largest 2s character.
The 2s character is in the order Vu2s > Vg2s > Vg2p . Su2p cannot have s
character due to symmetry reasons.
Vg2s is broad o vibrational, Coster- Kronig.
Peaks marked by arrows are not due to direct photoemission. 
1. shake-up of Vu2s 2. MgKD3,4 3. Energy loss of Vu2s.000


